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Abstract
Decays of baryon resonances in the second and the third resonance region into
Npi0pi0 are studied by photoproduction of two neutral pions off protons. Partial de-
cay widths ofN∗ and ∆* resonances decaying into ∆(1232)pi,N(pipi)S ,N(1440)P11pi,
and N(1520)D13pi are determined in a partial wave analysis of this data and of data
from other reactions. Several partial decay widths were not known before. Inter-
esting decay patterns are observed which are not even qualitatively reproduced by
quark model calculations. In the second resonance region, decays into ∆(1232)pi
dominate clearly. The N(pipi)S-wave provides a significant contribution to the cross
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section, especially in the third resonance region. The P13(1720) properties found
here are at clear variance to PDG values.
PACS: 11.80.Et, 13.30.-a, 13.40.-f, 13.60.Le
The structure of baryons and their excitation spectrum is one of the unsolved
issues of strong interaction physics. The ground states and the low–mass ex-
citations evidence the decisive role of SU(3) symmetry and suggest an inter-
pretation of the spectrum in constituent quark models [1,2,3]. Baryon decays
can be calculated in quark models using harmonic–oscillator wave functions
and assuming a qq¯ pair creation operator for meson production. A collective
string-like model gives a description of the mass spectrum of similar quality [4]
and predicts partial decay widths of resonances [5]. A comprehensive review
of predictions of baryon masses and decays can be found in [6]. An alternative
description of the baryon spectrum may be developed in effective field theories
in which baryon resonances are generated dynamically from their decays [7].
At present, the approach is restricted to resonances coupling to octet baryons
and pseudoscalar mesons, yet it can possibly be extended to include vector
mesons and decuplet baryons [8]. To test the different approaches, detailed
information on the spectrum and decays of resonances is needed, including
more complex decay modes such as ∆pi or N(pipi)S, where (pipi)S stands for the
(pipi)-S-wave. The analysis of complex final states requires the use of event-
based likelihood fits to fully exploit the sensitivity of the data. In baryon
spectroscopy such fits have, to our knowledge, never been performed so far.
In this letter we report on a study of ∆pi and other p2pi0 decay modes of
baryon resonances belonging to the second and third resonance region. The
results are obtained from data on the reaction
γp→ ppi0pi0 . (1)
The data were obtained using the tagged photon beam of the ELectron
Stretcher Accelerator (ELSA) [9] at the University of Bonn, and the Crystal
Barrel detector [10]. A short description of the experiment, data reconstruc-
tion and analysis methods can be found in two letters on single pi0 [11] and
η [12] photoproduction, a more comprehensive one in [13,14]. The analysis
presented here differs only in the final state consisting now of four photons
(instead of two or six) and a proton. The data cover the photon energy range
from 0.4 to 1.3GeV.
In the analysis, events due to reaction (1) are selected by requiring five clusters
of energy deposits in the Crystal Barrel calorimeter, one of them matching
the direction of a charged particle emerging from the liquid H2 target of 5cm
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length and hitting a three–layer scintillation fiber (Scifi) detector surrounding
the target. The latter cluster is assigned to be a ‘proton’, the other four clusters
are treated as photons. Events are also retained when they have four clusters
in the calorimeter and a hit in the Scifi which cannot be matched to any of the
clusters. The Scifi hit is then treated as ‘proton’, the four hits in the barrel
as photons. In a second selection step, the events are subjected to a one–
constraint kinematical fit to the γp → p4γ hypothesis imposing energy and
momentum conservation and assuming that the interaction took place in the
target center. The proton is treated as missing particle, its direction resulting
from the fit has to agree with the direction of the detected proton within 20◦.
The γγ invariant mass distribution of one photon pair versus the invariant
mass distribution of the second photon pair is plotted in Fig. 1a. A 2σ cut (σ =
8MeV/c2) was applied to the two pi0, then the mass of the two pi0 was imposed
in a γp → ppi0pi0 → p 4γ three–constraint kinematical fit with a missing
proton. Its confidence level had to exceed 10% and had to be larger than
that for a fit to γp → ppi0η → p 4γ. The final event sample contains 115.600
events. Performing extensive GEANT–based Monte Carlo (MC) simulations,
the background was shown to be less than 1%. The acceptance determined
from MC simulations vanishes for forward protons leaving the Crystal Barrel
through the forward hole, and for protons going backward in the center-of-mass
system, having very low laboratory momenta. The overall acceptance depends
on the contributing physics amplitudes which are determined by a partial
wave analysis (PWA) described below. MC events distributed according to
the PWA solution were used to determine the correct acceptance. This MC
data sample undergoes the same analysis chain as real data.
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Fig. 1. a) γγ invariant mass distribution of one photon pair versus the invariant mass
distribution of the second photon pair after a kinematical fit to γp→ p4γ (6 entries
per event). b) Total cross sections for γp → ppi0pi0, • this work; △: TAPS [15];
open squares: GRAAL [18]. Solid line: PWA fit, band below the figure: systematic
error (see text). Dashed curve: ∆+pi0 → ppi0pi0, dashed-dotted line: p(pi0pi0)S cross
section as derived from the PWA.
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We first discuss the main features of the data. Fig. 1b shows the total cross
section for 2pi0 photoproduction together with the ∆pi and p(pipi)S excitation
functions. Two peaks due to the second and third resonance region are imme-
diately identified. Our data points are given by black dots, the bars represent
the statistical errors. The systematic error due to the acceptance correction
is determined by the spread of results obtained from different PWA solutions.
A second systematic error is due to uncertainties in the reconstruction [13].
These errors are added quadratically to determine the total systematic error
shown as a band below the cross section. This error does not contain the
normalization uncertainty of ±5% [13].
The general consistency between our data and those from A2-TAPS [15] (su-
perseding in statistics earlier MAMI data [16,17]) and GRAAL [18] is good
(see Fig. 1b). In the low–energy region, our data show a shoulder which is
less pronounced in the A2-TAPS data (see [15]). The recent A2-GDH mea-
surements [19] fall in between these two results. The DAPHNE data exceed
our cross section significantly [20]. At larger energies, the GRAAL data fall
off with energy faster than our data. Data taken at higher energies covering
the photon energy range from 0.8 to 3GeV yield a cross section [21] which is
compatible in the overlap region with the results presented here. All 3 exper-
iments do not cover the full solid angle. In this analysis and in the analysis
of the A2-TAPS collaboration, the cross section is extrapolated into “blind”
detector regions using the result of the partial wave analysis. The GRAAL
collaboration simulates γp → ∆+pi0 and γp → ppi0pi0 to account for the ac-
ceptance.
Fig. 2a,b) shows the ppi0 and pi0pi0 invariant mass distribution for reaction (1)
after a 1550–1800MeV/c2 cut in the ppi0pi0 mass. Also shown are some angular
distributions. The data and their errors are represented by crosses, the lines
give the result of the fits described below. The ppi0 mass distribution reveals
the role of the ∆ as contributing isobar. The pi0pi0 mass distribution does
not show any significant structure. While 2pi decays of resonances belonging
to the 2nd resonance region are completely dominated by the ∆pi isobar as
intermediate state, the two-pion S-wave provides a significant decay fraction
in the 3rd resonance region.
The partial wave analysis uses an event–based maximum likelihood fit. To
constrain the analysis, not only the data on reaction (1) were used in the
fit but also data on γp → ppi0 [11,22,23,24,25,26,27,28] including differential
cross sections, beam and target asymmetry, and recoil polarization, further
data on γp → ppi0pi0 [18,19], γp → pη [12,29,30,31], and data on γp → KΛ,
and KΣ [32,33,34,35,36,37,38]. The SAID piN partial-wave elastic scattering
amplitudes [39] are used to constrain the K-matrices for the S11, P11, P13, P33,
D33 partial waves. Details of the fitting procedure and on the χ
2 contributions
of the different reactions are given in [40]. As examples, we show in Fig. 3 the
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Fig. 2. Mass and angular distributions for γp → ppi0pi0 after a 1550–1800 MeV/c2
cut onMppi0pi0 . a: ppi
0, b: pi0pi0 invariant mass. In c)–f) cos θ distributions are shown.
In (c), θ is the angle of a pi0 with respect to the incoming photon in the center–of—
mass–system (cms); in (d), the cms angle of the proton with respect to the photon
is shown; in (e), the angle between two pions in the pi0p rest frame; in (f) the an-
gle between pi0 and p in the pi0pi0 rest frame. Data are represented by crosses, the
fit as solid line, the thin line in a,b) shows the phase space distribution. Dashed:
∆+pi0 → ppi0pi0, dotted: p(pi0pi0)S contribution. The distributions are not corrected
for acceptance to allow a fair comparison of the fit with the data without introduc-
ing any model dependence by extrapolating e.g. over acceptance holes. Differential
cross sections will be given elsewhere.
beam asymmetry Σ [18] and in Fig. 4 the helicity dependence of the reaction
γp→ ppi0pi0 [19]. Inclusion of the beam asymmetry had an impact on the size
of couplings but did not lead to significant changes of the pole positions. The
helicity dependence was correctly predicted; correspondingly, its inclusion had
no effect on the final solution.
Particularly useful were the Crystal Ball data on the charge exchange reaction
pi−p → npi0pi0 [41]. Even though limited to masses below 1.525GeV/c2, the
data provided also valuable constraints for the third resonance region due
to their long low–energy tails. The log likelihoods of the different data sets
are added with some weights varying from 1 to up to 30 [40]. The weights
are chosen to force the fits to describe low-statistics data with reasonable
accuracy even on the expense of a worse description of high-statistics data,
where large χ2 contributions can be the result of small deficiencies due to
model imperfections. The data on 2pi0 photoproduction enter with a weight
4. Moderate changes in the weights lead to changes in the results which are
covered by the quoted errors.
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Fig. 3. The beam asymmetry Σ for the reaction γp → ppi0pi0 as a function of the
proton or pi0 direction with respect to the beam axis, and as a function of the pi0pi0
and ppi0 invariant mass [18]. The solid line represents the PWA fit. The numbers
given in the figures indicate the photon energy bin.
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Fig. 4. Helicity dependence of the reaction γp→ ppi0pi0 [19]. The lines represent the
result of the PWA fit.
We started the analysis from the solution given in [42,43] and found good com-
patibility. The new ppi0pi0 data provides information on the Npipi decay modes,
without inducing the need to change masses or widths of the contributing res-
onances (from [42,43]) beyond their respective errors, even though all param-
eters were allowed to adjust again. The quality of the fits of the previous data
did not worsen significantly due to the constraints by the new ppi0pi0-data.
The dynamical amplitudes comprise resonances and background terms due to
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Born graphs and t– and u–channel exchanges. Angular distributions are cal-
culated using relativistic operators [44]. Relations between cross sections and
resonance partial widths are given in [45]. Most partial waves are described
by multi–channel Breit-Wigner amplitudes with an energy dependent width
(in the form suggested by Flatte´ [46]). Partial widths are calculated at the
position of the Breit-Wigner mass. For the K-matrix parameterizations the
Breit-Wigner parameters are determined in the following way. First, the cou-
plings are calculated as T-matrix pole residues, then the imaginary part of
the Breit-Wigner denominator is parameterized as a sum of these couplings
squared, multiplied by the corresponding phase volumes and scaled by a com-
mon factor. This factor as well as the Breit-Wigner mass are chosen as to
reproduce the amplitude pole position on the Rieman sheet closest to the
physical region. The Breit-Wigner parameters of the S11-resonances are deter-
mined without taking into account the ∆pi-width to obtain results which can
be compared with the Particle Data Group (PDG) values [47].
Table 1 summarizes the results of our fits. In the absence of double-polarization
data, there is no unique solution. We have studied a large variety of solutions
and estimated the errors in the Table from the range of values found for
different solutions giving an acceptable description of the data. Most results
agree, within their respective errors, reasonably well with previous findings.
The errors quoted are estimated from the variance of results of a large number
of fits which provide an adequate description of the data. Several partial decay
widths for baryon decays into Npipi were not known before. For widths known
from previous analyses, good compatibility is found. The helicity amplitudes
quoted in the table are calculated at the position of the resonance pole. Hence
they acquire a phase. As long as the phase is small, the comparison with PDG
values is still meaningful. We now discuss a few partial waves.
The P13 wave is described by a three-pole multi-channel K-matrix which
we interpret as N(1720)P13, N(1900)P13, and N(2200)P13. The N(1900)P13
resonance is required [48] due to the inclusion of the CLAS spin transfer
measurements in hyperon photoproduction [37]. The N(2200)P13 was already
needed to fit single-pion photoproduction [42].
Table 1
Properties of the resonances contributing to the γp → pi0pi0p cross section. The
masses and widths are given in MeV, the branching ratios B in % and helicity
couplings in GeV−1/2. The helicity couplings and phases were calculated as residues
in the pole position which is denoted as ‘Mass’ and ‘Γtot’. The method for calculation
of Breit-Wigner parameters is described in the text.
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N(1535)S11 N(1650)S11 N(1520)D13 N(1700)D13 N(1675)D15 N(1720)P13 N(1680)F15 ∆(1620)S31 ∆(1700)D33
Mass 1508+10
−30 1645±15 1509±7 1710±15 1639±10 1630±90 1674±5 1615±25 1610±35
PDG 1495–1515 1640–1680 1505–1515 1630–1730 1655–1665 1660–1690 1665–1675 1580–1620 1620–1700
Γtot 165±15 187±20 113±12 155±25 180±20 460±80 95±10 180±35 320±60
PDG 90–250 150–170 110–120 50–150 125–155 115–275 105–135 100–130 150–250
MBW 1548±15 1655±15 1520±10 1740±20 1678±15 1790±100 1684±8 1650±25 1770±40
PDG 1520–1555 1640–1680 1515–1530 1650–1750 1670–1685 1700–1750 1675–1690 1615–1675 1670–1770
ΓBWtot 170±20 180±20 125±15 180±30 220±25 690±100 105±8 250±60 630±150
PDG 100–200 145–190 110–135 50–150 140–180 150–300 120–140 120–180 200–400
A1/2 0.086±0.025 0.095±0.025 0.007±0.015 0.020±0.016 0.025±0.01 0.15±0.08 -(0.012±0.008) 0.13±0.05 0.125±0.030
phase (20 ± 15)◦ (25 ± 20)◦ − −(4 ± 5)◦ −(7± 5)◦ −(0 ± 25)◦ −(40 ± 15)◦ −(8 ± 5)◦ −(15 ± 10)◦
PDG (0.090 ± 0.030) (0.053 ± 0.016) -(0.024 ± 0.009) −(0.018 ± 0.013) 0.019±0.008 0.018±0.030 −(0.015 ± 0.006) 0.027 ± 0.011 (0.104 ± 0.015)
A3/2 0.137±0.012 0.075±0.030 0.044±0.012 0.12±0.08 0.120±0.015 0.150±0.060
phase −(5± 5)◦ −(6 ± 8)◦ −(7± 5)◦ −(20 ± 40)◦ −(5± 5)◦ −(15 ± 10)◦
PDG 0.166 ± 0.005 −(0.002 ± 0.024) 0.015±0.009 -(0.019±0.020) 0.133±0.012 0.085±0.022
Bmiss - - 13±5% 20±15% 20±8% - 2±2% 10±7% 15±10%
PDG(Nρ) < 4% 4–12% 15–25% < 35% <1–3% 70–85% 3–15% 7–25% 30–55
BpiN 37±9% 70±15% 58±8% 8
+8
−4% 30±8% 9±6% 72±15% 22±12% 15±8%
PDG 35–55% 55–90 % 50–60% 5–15% 40–50% 10–20% 60–70% 10–30% 10–20%
BηN 40±10% 15±6% 0.2±0.1% 10±5% 3±3% 10±7% < 1% - -
PDG 30–55% 3–10% 0.23±0.04% 0±1% 0±1% 4±1% 0±1%
Nσ - - < 4% 18±12% 10±5 3±3% 11±5% -
PDG < 4% < 8% - 5–20%
BKΛ - 5±5% - 1±1% 3±3% 12±9% < 1% -
BKΣ - - - < 1% < 1% < 1% < 1%
B∆pi(L<J) 12±4% 10±5% 24±8% 38±20% 8±3% 48±25%
L < J PDG 5–12% - 6–14% 30–60% 70±20%
30–60%
B∆pi(L>J) 23±8% 10±5% 14±5% 20±11% < 3% 7±8% 4±3%
L > J PDG <1% 10-14% - < 2%
BP11pi 2±2% 14±8% < 3% - - 19±12% < 5%
BD13pi - - 4±4% 24±20% - - < 3%
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Here, only the N(1720)P13 resonance is discussed; for further information, see
[48]. TheN(1720)P13 resonance is the only resonance with properties which are
clearly at variance with PDG values. The central value for its total width ΓBWtot
is 400 to 500MeV compared to the 200MeV estimate of the PDG. However,
Manley et al. [50] find (380± 180)MeV/c2. Its strongest decay mode is found
to be ∆pi, not reported in [47]. We find a rather small missing width of (6±1)%
of the total width while the PDG assigns 70− 85% to the Nρ-decay mode. A
similar discrepancy was observed in electro-production of two charged pions
[51], and interpreted either as evidence for a new – rather narrow – P13-state
or as a wrong PDG Nρ-decay width. In agreement with [52], we find a large
branching ratio for N(1720)P13→ Nη while most analyses ascribe the Nη
intensity in this mass region to N(1710)P11.
The P33 wave is represented by a two-pole two-channel K-matrix. The low
energy part of pion photoproduction is described by the ∆(1232) state even
though non-resonant contributions were needed to get a good fit. The quality
of the description of the elastic amplitude improved dramatically by introduc-
tion of a second pole. The first K-matrix pole has 1231± 4MeV/c2 mass and
helicity couplings a1/2 = −0.125± 0.008 and a3/2 = −0.267± 0.010. The pole
position in the complex energy plane was found to be M = 1205± 4MeV/c2
and 2× Im = 92± 10MeV/c2. The second K-matrix pole was not very stable
and varied between 1650 and 1800MeV/c2. The T-matrix pole showed bet-
ter stability, and gave M = 1550 ± 40MeV/c2 and Γ = 290 ± 60MeV/c2.
This can be compared to the PDG ranges, M = 1550 − 1700MeV/c2 and
Γ = 250− 450MeV/c2.
The two S11 resonances (Table 1) are treated as coupled–channel 5 ⊗ 5
K-matrix including Npi, Nη, KΛ, KΣ, and ∆pi as channels. The Nσ or
the Nρ decay mode were added as 6th channel for part of the fits. The
first K-matrix pole varied over a wide range in different fits, from 1100 to
1480MeV/c2. The physical amplitude (T-matrix) exhibited, however, a stable
pole at Mpole=1508
+10
−30 -i(83±8)MeV/c
2, in good agreement with PDG. This
pole position is very close to the ηN threshold. In some fits the pole moved
under the ηN cut; in that case the closest physical region for this pole is the
ηN threshold. No other pole around 1500MeV/c2 close to the physical region
was then found on any other sheet. The second K-matrix pole always con-
verged to 1715± 30 MeV/c2 resulting in a T-matrix pole as given in Table 1.
Introduction of an additional pole did not lead to a significant improvement
in the fit.
The P11 partial wave is largely non-resonant. Two P11 resonances were
needed to describe this partial wave, the Roper resonance and a second one
situated in the region 1.84-1.89 GeV/c2. Detailed information on the P11-
partial wave is given in an accompanying letter [15].
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The reaction γp→ ppi0pi0 gives access to the isobar decomposition of proton-
plus-two-pion decays of baryon resonances. The important intermediate states
are ∆(1232)pi, N(pipi)S, N(1440)P11pi and N(1520)D13pi (see Table 1). The
N(pipi)S-wave contributes significantly in the 3
rd resonance region in which
the three states N(1700)D13 , N(1675)D15 , and N(1680)F15 are shown to have
non-negligible couplings to N(pipi)S. The N(1700)D13 and ∆(1620)S31 decay
with a significant fraction into P11(1440)pi, a decay mode which has not yet
been reported for these resonances. Naively, this decay mode is expected to
be suppressed by either the orbital angular momentum barrier and/or by the
smallness of the available phase space.
New and unexpected results were obtained for decays into ∆pi. The ∆pi-
contribution clearly dominates the cross section, especially at lower energies
(Fig.1). An interesting pattern of partial decays of resonances into ∆pi is ob-
served which is neither expected by phase space arguments nor by quark model
calculations. D13-decays into ∆pi(S−wave) are allowed by all selection rules but
are observed to be weaker than naively expected. The N(1520)D13 decays into
∆pi in D–wave with about the same strength as in S-wave even though the or-
bital angular momentum barrier should suppress D-wave decays for such small
momenta (∼ 250MeV/c). The N(1700)D13 ∆pi(S−wave)-decay is observed to be
weaker than ∆pi(D−wave). For both D13-states, the ∆pi(S−wave) seems to be sup-
pressed dynamically. For other resonances, like N(1675)D15, and N(1680)F15
the lower orbital momentum partial wave is preferred. The N(1535)S11 and
N(1650)S11 resonances show sizable couplings to ∆pi, even though L = 2 is
required. The ∆(1700)D33 state decays dominantly into ∆pi. Unfortunately
no statement on the dominance of the S- or D-wave decay of the ∆(1700)D33
can be made. Two distinct solutions have been found; for one of them the S-
wave, for another one the D-wave, dominates clearly. The forthcoming double
polarisation experiments will help to resolve this ambiguity.
The results on the decays can be compared to model calculations by Capstick
and Roberts (A); Koniuk and Isgur (B); Stassart and Stancu (C); Bijker, Le
Yaouanc, Oliver, Pe`ne and Raynal (D), and Iachello and Leviatan (E); (num-
bers and references can be found in [6], Table VI and VII). A quality factor
(mean fractional deviation) can be defined by the fractional difference between
prediction xi and experimental result yi as qi = 4(|xi| − |yi|)
2/(|xi| + |yi|)
2.
The xi, yi are proportional to the amplitude for a decay, they are normalized
to give x2i = Γi. The xi carry a signature which is not given for all calculations.
To enable a meaningful comparison, only absolute values are considered in the
comparison. The rms value of the 14 qi values is calculated for each model to
define a ‘model’ quality.
qA = 0.271; qB = 0.247; qC = 0.328; qD = 0.222; qE = 0.219 . (2)
The model (A) is the only model which predicts the correct signature in 13
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out of the 14 cases. This achievement is not taken into account in the com-
parison (2). The (formally) most successful model describes baryons in terms
of rotations and vibrations of strings and their algebraic relations [5].
Summarizing, we have presented new data on the reaction γp → ppi0pi0. The
partial wave analysis reveals various contributions to the 2nd and 3rd res-
onance region. Most masses and widths determined here are in reasonable
agreement with known resonances. Yet, several p2pi0-decay widths contradict
expectation. An interesting pattern of partial decays of resonances into ∆pi is
observed which was not predicted by quark model calculations. Several p2pi-
partial widths for baryon resonances in the 2nd and 3rd resonance region and
the excitation functions for γp→ ∆pi and γp→ N(pipi)s have been determined
for the first time.
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